RAY ANGON LED THE FLAG SALUTE, FOLLOWED BY SELF INTRODUCTIONS

MARCH MINUTES WERE READ AND APPROVED

TREASURER'S REPORT OF $869.51 WAS APPROVED

19 IN ATTENDANCE

JURISDICTIONS ATTENDING WERE TUSTIN, COSTA MESA, ORANGE AND LAGUNA BEACH

NO OLD BUSINESS

CODE QUESTION: WHAT CONSTITUTES A BATHROOM GROUP?

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
UPPA GOLF TOURNY IS AUG 22ND @RANCHO SAN JOAQUIN
LA CHAPTER MEETS APRIL 21, 11:30 @STEVEN'S IN COMMERCE
INLAND EMPIRE CHAPTER MEETS APRIL 25, 8AM @HOMETOWN BUFFET CORONA

JERRY ROMITI FROM State Wide Investigative Fraud Team(SWIFT) GAVE A VERY
INFORMATIVE PRESENTATION ON THE CONTRACTORS STATE LICENSE BOARD
FRAUD DIVISION. HE ANSWERED MANY QUESTIONS AND EXPLAINED WHAT
LICENSED CONTRACTORS WERE ALLOWED TO DO. HE MENTIONED THAT IF THE
OWNER IS LICENSED, THE FIRM CAN HAVE AS MANY UNLICENSED EMPLOYEES AS
IT WANTS AND MUST HAVE WORKERS COMP. UNLICENSED CONTRACTORS HAVE
NO LEGAL STANDING. LICENSE # HAS TO APPEAR ON VEHICLES AND ADS.
NONO: USING ANOTHER'S LICENSE IS A FELONY

MEETING ADJOURNED AT PRECISELY 1:30 PM

SUBMITTED BY SECRETARY
JIM ANDERLIK